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The Penultimate Term!
READING - There is no

through a new systematic
spelling programme Read

national curriculum in mathematics. Alongside this learning

doubt that readers find writ-

Write Inc. Spelling. This will

we will brush up on our

ing easier as they have a
greater bank of ideas from

enable them to spell new
words correctly and give

arithmetic skills. However in
essence we will be revising

MONDAY GRAMMAR

the stories they have read.

them plenty of practice in

topics but doing so around

Reading also aids spelling as
you see the words more of-

spelling these new words,
including exception words

‘using and applying’ techniques. We will look at word

TUESDAY STUDY SKILLS

ten and are therefore more

and homophones. The chil-

problems and how questions

likely to spot mistakes in your
own spelling. It also enriches

dren will bring home the
spellings that they have been

can involve knowledge and
application techniques cover-

your vocabulary as you learn

learning in a spelling log book

ing more than one topic.

new words and phrases,
which paint vivid pictures in

and they will be encouraged
to share these at home with

More specific mathematics
homework will be set and

your mind.

you.

this will be directly linked to

SPELLING - The children
will be taught spellings

MATHEMATICS - We
will continue to follow the

ENGLISH
HOMEWORK
SCHEDULE 30MINS PER
NIGHT

WEDNESDAY MATHS

THURSDAY MATHS

class learning.
TIMES TABLES -Please
learn them they are
ESSENTIAL!!!!!!!!

Year Six SAT tests
FRIDAY ENGLISH
COMPREHENSION / SPELLINGS

GEOGRAPHY
We will be investigating how our
world is changing: weathering
and erosion, coastal features,
coastlines and what the future
holds.

In this term we will be preparing for these test. Part of our
preparation will be revision and
further practice , we will also
be practicing test technique!

SPECIAL DATES
Parents Evenings - 13th & 15th
March

SATs week - 14th - 18th May

Secondary Admissions - 1st
March

I look forward to the new term with you, should you have any questions
please do not hesitate to ask. - Mr. Cross, Mrs Brown & Miss Hudson

